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Nuclear fusion driven by Coulomb explosion of homonuclear and heteronuclear deuterium-
and tritium-containing clusters

Isidore Last and Joshua Jortner
School of Chemistry, Tel-Aviv University, Ramat Aviv, Tel Aviv 69978, Israel

~Received 29 May 2001; published 6 November 2001!

The ionization and Coulomb explosion of homonuclear Dn and Tn (n5959– 8007) and heteronuclear
(D2O)n and (T2O)n (n5459– 2171) clusters in very intense (I 5531014– 531018 W cm22) laser fields is
studied using classical dynamics simulations. The efficiency of thed1d andd1t nuclear fusion driven by the
Coulomb explosion~NFDCE! is explored. Thed1d NFDCE of (D2O)n heteronuclear clusters is enhanced by
energetic and kinematic effects for D1, while for (T2O)n heteronuclear clusters the kinetic energy of T1 is
dominated by energetic effects. The cluster size dependence of the fusion reaction yield has been established.
The heteronuclear clusters provide considerably higherd1d andd1t fusion reaction yields than the homo-
nuclear clusters of the same size. The clusters consisting of both D and T atoms can provide highly efficient
d1t fusion reactions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Clusters irradiated by ultrashort~tens of fs! and ultrain-
tense (I 51014– 1018W cm22) laser pulses are subjected
multielectron ionization, which leads to Coulomb explosi
of highly charged clusters@1–13#. The products of the Cou
lomb explosion are free electrons and high-energy ato
ions. The kinetic energy of the product ions is of the order
tens or hundreds eV in small clusters@1–4#, and 10 keV–1
MeV in large clusters consisting of heavy atoms@5–11#,
reaching the energy domain of nuclear physics. In deuter
and tritium clusters, the products of the Coulomb explos
are high-energy deuterons and tritons, which may be cap
of performing the fusion reactions@14#

d1d→ HHe31n13.27 MeV
t1p14.03 MeV, ~1a!

d1t→He41n117.6 MeV. ~1b!

The t1t reaction, whose cross section is very low@14#, is
not considered here. Thed1d fusion reaction~1a! driven by
the Coulomb explosion was proposed and detected by Z
back et al., who subjected large deuterium clusters~cluster
radii R;10– 50 Å! to an intense laser field (I;5
31017W cm22) @12,13#. We proposed and demonstrated th
an effective way to produce energetic deuterons for thd
1d fusion reaction may involve the Coulomb explosion
molecular heteronuclear clusters of deuterium bound
heavy atoms, e.g. (D2O)n @15#. Similarly, the fusion reaction
~1b! can be accomplished in mixed heteronuclear (D2O)n
and (T2O)n or in ~DTO! n clusters. In all cases, the highl
charged O61 ions will provide a trigger for driving the D1 or
T1 ions to high kinetic energies.

The nuclear fusion driven by Coulomb explosio
~NFDCE! of deuterium or deuterium-tritium clusters can
realized by two different spatial configurations. In one co
figuration, the exploding cluster is located in the vicinity of
deuterium or a tritium target, so that the fusion reaction m
take place when thed or t nuclei of these clusters penetra
1050-2947/2001/64~6!/063201~11!/$20.00 64 0632
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the target. Another configuration is made up of explodi
clusters only. In this case, the collision of deuterons or trito
originating from different clusters may be responsible for t
fusion reaction@12#. Such a configuration was used in th
experiments of Zweibacket al. @12,13#, where a consider-
ably higher maximaldd ~or tt! collision energy, which is four
times higher than the nuclei maximal energy in the labo
tory frame, can be achieved.

The theoretical treatment of NFDCE address two disti
issues. First, one needs to know the energy spectrum of
light nuclei produced by the exploding clusters. Second,
fusion yield for a given energy spectrum of the nuclei has
be determined. When the cluster ionization is vertical, i
when the time scales for the cluster’s outer ionization@16#
and for the Coulomb explosion are separated@17–19#, the
energy spectrum can be grossly simplified and sometim
even expressed analytically. In this case, the explosion
namics depends only on the interaction between the ions
the case of nonvertical ionization, one also has to accoun
the electrons’ dynamics. The simultaneous treatment of
motion of electrons and ions has been performed in
framework of the classical approach and applied to rare-
clusters @16,20–22# and to deuterium-containing cluste
@13,15#. The classical simulation of the ionization proce
and the cluster expansion provides the energy spectrum
the product ions. According to our findings@15#, the energy
spectrum of product deuterons is distinct from that of th
mal motion, which questions the possibility of consideri
NFDCE as a thermonuclear process.

The energetics of the deuterons produced by the Coulo
explosion of Dn and of (D2O)n clusters was studied by u
@15#. In this paper, we explore the NFDCE process, cons
ering not only the energetics of the product ions but also
implications of the cluster ionization process on the dyna
ics of electrons and ions. We shall extend our previous st
ies @15# to consider high-energy dynamics of T1 ions from
Tn homonuclear clusters and from (T2O)n heteronuclear
clusters. The energetic spectrum of deuterons and tritons
tained by us is used for the determination of the yield
NFDCE.
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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II. METHODOLOGY OF THE SIMULATIONS

The process of cluster ionization and Coulomb explos
involves three different kinds of particles: electrons bound
the host ions, unbound electrons, and ions. The unbo
electrons and the ions are considered as classical part
@16,20,21#. The bound electrons, whose motion is of stric
quantum character, do not directly affect the process of c
ter ionization and are of importance only as the source of
unbound electrons. The ionization of the bound electr
~i.e., the inner ionization process! is realized either by the
suppression of the electrostatic barriers of the host ions@23#
or by electron collision@22,24#. Since the tunneling has
minor effect on the ionization@25#, the classical treatment o
the dominating barrier suppression mechanism and c
sional ionization becomes feasible. The classical appro
allows us to describe both of the ionization mechanisms
simple models@16,20#, where molecular-dynamics simula
tions of the unbound electrons are performed on the fem
second time scale (10215– 10212sec), using attosecond an
subattosecond (10218– 10219sec) time steps@16#. In mo-
lecular clusters, the barrier suppression mechanism for c
ter multielectron ionization dominants over the collision
ionization mechanism@16,22#. The recombination process
expected to be of negligible importance@16,22# and can be
ignored.

In the case of heavy atoms, a strong field removes
only valence-shell electrons but also some of the inner-s
electrons@2,6,7#. The simulation of the rare-gas Xen cluster
ionization performed by us showed that in the intense fie
of I'1016W cm22, the outer-shell 5s25p6 electrons~ioniza-
tion potentialsIP'12– 106 eV! are removed from the Xe
atoms in several fs@16#. A much longer time scale, which i
comparable with the time of the outer ionization~tens of fs!,
allows for the inner ionization of thed electrons (IP
>171 eV). To describe the multielectron laser-induced io
ization of (D2)m @or (T2)n# clusters, we shall consider th
response of the ‘‘atomic’’ Dn ~or Tn!, n52 m, systems with
the same atomic density. In the case of D atoms, inner
ization means the removal of one electron with an ionizat
potential ofIP513.6 eV. In our discussion, we will conside
only D atoms, since the electronic properties of T atoms
the same. We found that the D atom is ionized when the fi
intensity is I>1.531014W cm22, which is close to the in-
tensity required for the D2 molecule ionization@26#. In the
fields of I>531014W cm22 used in our simulations, the
ionization of the D atom is realized in the very beginning
the first laser oscillation. In clusters where the igniti
mechanism enhances inner ionization@27#, the conditions for
very fast ionization of the D atoms are even more favorab
The situation is different in the case of the (D2O)n clusters,
where the time of inner ionization is determined by the io
ization of O atoms. Since it is impossible to remove the in
O(1s)2 electrons~IP5739 and 841 eV! in laser intensities
of I<531015W cm22 considered herein, we only take int
account the ionization of outer shell O(2s)

2(2p)4 electrons,
whoseIP’s lie in the interval 13.6–138 eV. One may expe
that the ionization of these electrons occurs roughly on
same time scale as the ionization of the valence-shell e
06320
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trons of the Xe atoms in clusters@16#, i.e., several fs.
In order to study the dynamics of the inner cluster ioniz

tion, we performed the simulation of this process in some
the Dn and (D2O)n clusters using the methodology of Re
@16#. As expected, the ionization of the D atoms takes a v
short time, e.g., 0.7 fs for the D959 cluster when subjected to
an irradiation ofI 5531014W cm22 at the pulse maximum
The dynamics of the inner ionization in the (D2O)55 cluster
is presented in Fig. 1 for 531015,I ,1017W cm22. The
cluster atoms lose most~aboutNe;250– 280! of their 440
valence electrons in less than 0.3 fs~Fig. 1!. This implies that
in the very beginning of the pulse, every D atom loses
single electron and the O atoms lose the first two or th
electrons. Subsequent ionization is slower and intensity
pendent, reaching the saturation level at 4 and 16 fs foI
51017 and for I 5531015W cm22, respectively. At I>5
31016W cm22 all D and O atoms are fully ionized@except
for the inner O(1s)2 electrons, as was already mentione#.
At lower intensities, all six electrons are not removed fro
the O atoms, e.g., atI 51016W cm22 an average of 4.8 elec
trons are removed. When the inner ionization process
moves all valence electrons from the D and O atoms, wh
occurs on a time scale of several fs, the approximation of
sudden inner cluster ionization~SICI! can be accepted.

The SICI approximation implies that at the starting po
for the outer cluster ionization and the temporal onset of
Coulomb explosion (t50), all relevant electrons are alread
removed from their host atoms. Such an approach sign
cantly simplifies the simulation, excluding the initial stage
the inner ionization process@21#. We also assume that at th
starting point the electrons, which are removed from the
oms, can be considered as unbound electrons located mo
less in the proximity of their host atoms. In order to che
the validity of the SICI approximation, we performed n
only the simulation for some clusters in this approximatio
but also the complete simulation, including the inner ioniz
tion process@16#. The results of these simulations are show

FIG. 1. Time evolution of inner ionization in the~D2O!55 cluster
for different laser intensities, as marked on the curves~in W cm22!.
The inner ionization is described as the number of electronsNe

released from atoms. The complete ionization corresponds
Ne5440.
1-2
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NUCLEAR FUSION DRIVEN BY COULOMB EXPLOSION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A64 063201
in Fig. 2 where the maximal kinetic-energyEM of the prod-
uct d nuclei is presented. The differences between theEM
values obtained by the complete and by the SICI simulati
are of no importance in the homonuclear D959 cluster. In the
case of the heteronuclear (D2O)55 and (D2O)459 clusters,
both simulations provide practically the same results at
tense fields, however, the differences increase for lower l
intensities. As expected, the SICI approach overestimates
d ~or t! kinetic energies at lower laser intensitiesI
,1017W cm22). The accuracy of this approach is better f
the relatively large (D2O)459 cluster than for the smal
(D2O)55 cluster. Our results support the application of t
SICI approximation for homonuclear Dn clusters atI>5
31015W cm22 and for heteronuclear (D2O)n clusters atI
>1016W cm22. Subsequent to inner cluster ionizatio
~which can be handled by the SICI approximation forI
>1016W cm22!, outer cluster ionization occurs. At thi
stage, the approximation of vertical cluster ionization may
introduced, which involves the separation of the time sca
between the removal of all unbound electrons produced
inner ionization and cluster expansion. This approximat
will be discussed in Sec. III.

In highly multicharged clusters, the Coulomb potent
becomes the dominant interaction@16,21#, in contrast to the
singly or doubly charged clusters@28,29#. The Coulomb po-
tentials of the electron-electron and electron-ion interacti
are slightly modified in order to avoid a steep increase in
forces at small distances, which may violate the energy c
servation@16#. In the SICI approach, the final size of the io
~in our case, O61 ions! is ignored.

Neglecting the molecular structure of the homonuclearn
~A5D, T! clusters, we assume that the atoms are uniform
distributed with the atomic density equal to that of liqu
deuterium@30#, which is r'0.05 Å23. Here, we treat the
following homonuclear Dn and Tn clusters~with the neutral
cluster radius R0!: n5959,R0516.6 Å; n51961,R0
521.1 Å; n53367,R0525.4 Å; n58007,R0534 Å. The

FIG. 2. The dependence of the maximal kinetic energyEM of
the product ions D1 on the laser intensityI for the clusters D959,
~D2O!55, and ~D2O!459. Solid lines, simulations with inner ioniza
tion ~methodology of Ref.@20#!; broken lines, simulations for the
sudden inner cluster ionization~SICI!.
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R0 values are somewhat lower that those originally used
us @15#, which utilized the density ofr50.03 Å23. The het-
eronuclear (A2O)n (A5D,T) clusters are described here
made up of uniformly distributed A2O molecules with an AO
distance of 0.97 Å and an A-O-A angle of 90°. The density
the (A2O)n clusters is taken to be equal to the density
liquid water, e.g.,r'0.035 Å23 per molecule. We treat her
the following heteronuclear (D2O)n and (T2O)n clusters
~with the number Ne of valence electrons!: n5459,R0
514.8 Å,Ne53672; n51061,R0519.8 Å,Ne58488; n
52171,R0525 Å,Ne517368. The results are not expecte
to be sensitive to the simplifications for the structure of t
clusters used here. In view of the Coulomb character of
long-range inter-particle forces, the interion interaction w
the neighboring ions makes a minor contribution to the p
tential. For example, the D1-D1 potential for the interatomic
distance of the D2 molecule (r 50.74 Å) is about 19 eV,
whereas the kinetic energy of the product ions from then
clusters considered by us exceeds 500 eV@15#. Accordingly,
the ion dynamics is insensitive to the short-range structu
details.

Calculations were performed for a Gaussian-shaped l
pulse with a temporal half full width at a half maximum o
25 fs and intensities in the rangeI 553101425
31018W cm22. The field frequency isn50.35 fs21. Taking
into account that the radii of the clusters considered by us
much smaller than the penetration depth of the laser radia
@25#, we consider the light intensity as being independen
the spatial coordinates.

III. COULOMB EXPLOSION OF HOMONUCLEAR
CLUSTERS

The description of the Coulomb explosion of hom
nuclear clusters is simple in the case of vertical ionizati
For a homonuclear cluster of radiusR0 , with identical
chargesq on each atom and a uniform atomic densityr. The
velocity is maximal for the ions at the cluster surface. T
distance of these ions from the cluster center determines
cluster radiusR(t). When the ionization is vertical, the ra
dius R(t) at time t is determined by the equations@12,19#

t5~A/q!~m/r!1/2Z~j!, j5R0 /R~ t !, ~2!

Z~j!5
~12j!1/2

j
1

1

2
lnS 11~12j!1/2

12~12j!1/2D . ~3!

We will use here the following units: the mass of a consti
ent ~atom! m in AM, the constituent chargeq in e, distance in
Å and consequently the densityr in Å23, and t in fs. The
coefficient of Eq.~2! is thenA50.931 fs Å23/2. The time of
the cluster radius doubling@j50.5,Z(j)52.296# is

t5t~2R0!52.137q21~m/r!1/2. ~4!

This time does not depend on the cluster radius and eq
13.5 and 16.6 fs for deuterium and tritium clusters, resp
tively. The timet defines the condition for vertical ionizatio

toi!t, ~5!

wheretoi is the time of the outer ionization of the cluster.
1-3
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The dynamics of the outer ionization of the D3367 and
T3367 clusters (R0525.4 Å) is shown in Fig. 3. The oute
ionization is recorded when the distance between an elec
and the cluster center is six times larger than the clu
radius R(t). At I 5531016W cm22 the time of the outer
ionization istoi'8 fs, meeting the validity condition for ver
tical ionization, Eq.~5!. At I 5531015W cm22, the clusters
lose almost all electrons. However, the ionization timetoi is
comparable to the expansion timet violating the vertical
ionization condition of Eq.~5!. At I 51015W cm22, the ion-
ization is far from being vertical, which is not only due to th
violation of Eq. ~5! but also because the clusters lose o
about 40% of their electrons.

The dynamics of outer ionization~Fig. 3! affects the dy-
namics of the cluster Coulomb explosion. The cluster exp
sion, which is quantified byR(t), is shown in Fig. 4 togethe
with R(t) for vertical ionization, given by Eq.~2!. According
to the results presented in Fig. 4, the Coulomb explos
dynamics of D3367 and T3367 clusters is close to the vertica
ionization dynamics forI 5531016W cm22, but is far from
it at the relatively low intensity ofI 51015W cm22. For the
Coulomb explosion following vertical ionization, the D/
isotope effect inferred from Eq.~4! is t}m1/2. The isotope
effect is clearly evident by comparing Figs. 4~a! ~deuterium!
and 4~b! ~tritium!. The dependence of the doubling radi
time t on the laser intensityI for D3367 and T3367 clusters is
shown in Fig. 5. The isotope effecttT /tD5(mT /mD)1/2

51.225 is almost exactly fulfilled, with a very slight de
crease when the laser intensityI decreases.

For the outer ionization dynamics~Fig. 3!, the isotope
effect is weakly exhibited. Such behavior can be rationaliz
by asserting that the most effective ionization process ta
place when the cluster radiusR(t) is not much larger than
the initial R0 value and, consequently, is almost the same
different isotopes. This means that in the Dn and Tn clusters,
the expansion does not enhance the outer ionization, in
trast to our previous findings for the Xen clusters@16#.

The dependence of the ionization dynamics on the la

FIG. 3. The time evolution of the outer ionization in the D3367

and T3367 clusters for different laser intensitiesI, as marked on the
curves~in W cm22!. The outer ionization process is described as
number of electrons bound to a cluster.
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intensity discussed above has to be manifested in some
also in the energetics of the unbound electrons. Initially,
t50, the unbound electrons are at rest forming a neu
zero-temperature plasma with the cluster. Due to the ene
pumping from the laser irradiation, the kinetic energy
these electrons increases in time and some of them beg
leave the cluster. Some examples for the average kine
energyĒe(t) evolution of the unbound electrons located i
side the cluster are presented in Fig. 6. The most strik

e

FIG. 4. Time evolution of cluster radius for different laser i
tensitiesI, as marked on the curves~in W cm22!. ~a! Deuterium
D3367 cluster.~b! Tritium T3367 cluster.

FIG. 5. The dependence of the timet of cluster radius doubling
for the D3367 and T3367 clusters ~left scale! and of the tritium/
deuterium timest relation tT /tD ~right scale! on the laser inten-
sity I.
1-4
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feature of theĒe(t) evolution is the oscillations, whose am
plitude increases with laser powerI. In the time interval of
the pulse action (0<t<25 fs) these oscillations are clear
generated by the laser field. In the absence of radiatiot
.25 fs), strong oscillations are exhibited for the strong
tensity of I 5531015W cm22. In the case of a relatively
weak intensity of I 5531014W cm22, Ēe(t) demonstrates
small oscillations in the presence of the pulse and chan
smoothly after the pulse ceases (t.25 fs).

Examples for the energy distributionPe(E) of the un-
bound electrons inside a cluster are displayed in Fig. 7
gether with the thermal distributionPth(E) for the same av-
erage energyĒe ,

Pth~E!52p21/2~Ēe!
23/2E1/2exp@2E/Ēe#. ~6!

FIG. 6. The time evolution of the average kinetic energyĒe of
electrons located inside a cluster for D1961 and D8007 clusters sub-
jected to different laser intensitiesI.

FIG. 7. The kinetic-energy distributionPe(E) of electrons lo-
cated inside a cluster. Broken lines represent the simulation res
solid lines represent the thermal distribution for the average kine

energyĒe of the simulation results.Pe(E) are normalized to unity.

~a! D8007, I 5531015 W cm22; t516 fs (Ēe50.300 keV) andt

530 fs (Ēe50.164 keV). ~b! D1961, I 5531014 W cm22; t

513.9 fs (Ēe50.042 keV) andt530 fs (Ēe50.047 keV).
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In the intense fields ofI 5531015 @Fig. 7~b!#, energy distri-
bution of the electrons differs significantly from the therm
distribution, first of all, during the pulse action (t516 fs).
The maximal value ofPe(E) is reached atE50, with a steep
drop at E,0.4 keV. At E.0.4 keV Pe(E) begins to de-
crease slowly becoming by orders of magnitude larger t
the thermal distribution at the high energy ‘‘tail.’’ Althoug
the electrons of the high-energy ‘‘tail’’ make up only for
small fraction of the total number of electrons, they are
prime importance for the process of outer ionization. T
situation is different in the case of laser intensity
31014W cm22, where the energy distributionPe(E) be-
comes more similar to the thermal distribution. Howev
even at this low intensity, the number of high-energy ele
trons is considerably larger than for the thermal distributio
The Pe(E) patterns are most probably affected by Coulom
fields of positively charged cluster. These fields tend to sl
down the radial motion of electrons passing the cluster
riphery and to speed up electrons passing the cluster ce
The results presented in Figs. 6 and 7 allow us to concl
that the application of the thermal plasma theory to the cl
ter ionization@4,8,25# is not well founded.

The ability of the productd or t nuclei to contribute to the
fusion is determined by their kinetic energy. In the case
vertical ionization, the final kinetic energy of an ion~D1 or
T1! is equal, with the opposite sign, to its initial potenti
energy. Under the conditions of the Coulomb explosion f
lowing cluster vertical ionization, the kinetic energy~per ion
in eV! of ions at the initial distanceR is given by
@13,15,19,20#

E~R!5~4p/3!Bq2rR2, ~7!

whereB514.385 eV Å. The energyEM is maximal for ions
initially located at the cluster surface~at R5R0!, being given
by

EM5~4p/3!Bq2rR0
2. ~7a!

Equation~7a! provides a unique case of a cluster size eq
tion ~CSE! @31,32#, with the scaling lawEM}R0

2 constituting
an exception for CSEs, which usually converge to the c
densed phase (R0→`) limit. We expected thatEM}R0

2 is
inferred on the basis of simple electrostatic arguments
EM does not exhibit a D/T isotope effect. As we have alrea
demonstrated, the conditions for the vertical ionization
realized at strong laser intensities. At lower intensities, wh
the ionization is not vertical, the maximal kinetic-energyEM
is lower than that given by Eq.~7a!. This feature of the
Coulomb explosion is well demonstrated in Fig. 8~a!, which
presents the maximal kinetic-energyEM dependence on the
laser intensityI. Figure 8~a! reveals an increase ofEM with
increasingI at lower I followed by saturation at highI. The
saturation valuesEM almost coincide with theEM of Eq.
~7a!. The I interval, whereEM begins to decrease marked
with decreasingI, is cluster-size dependent and determin
the upper limit for an efficient Coulomb explosion. TheI
value, which determines these limits quantitatively, was c
sen as the intensityI e , where the kinetic-energyE makes up

lts,
c-
1-5
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for 85% of the saturation level@15#. The intensityI e follows
the quadratic-size dependence, such asEM in Eq. ~7a! @15#.
In the regions ofI;I e and I ,I e , the kinetic energies are
little lower for the tritium clusters than for the deuteriu
clusters@Fig. 8~a!#, while for I .I e , no isotope effect on the
EM vs I dependence is exhibited.

The saturation behavior of theEM energy dependence o
laser intensity I is demonstrated in Fig. 8~a! for I<2
31017W cm22. This saturation behavior is, however, vio
lated at very strong intensities,I>531017W cm22, as
shown in Fig. 8~b! for D3367 and T3367 clusters, whereEM
further increases by about 15% in the intensity rangeI 55
31017W cm22–531018W cm22. This increase is roughly
proportional toI and it reveals a distinct isotope effect.
order to check the cause of this increase ofEM , we present
in Fig. 8~b! also the results of a calculation, where ions a
not exposed to the laser field. In this latter case,EM does not
increase withI. It follows that at I>531017W cm22, the
electrons’ pressure on the ions~hydrodynamic effect! is of no

FIG. 8. The dependence of the maximal kinetic-energyEM of
D1 and T1 ions on the laser intensityI for homonuclear clusters Dn
and Tn , respectively. The vertical ionization valuesEM of Eq. ~7a!
are marked by horizontal arrows.~a! Laser intensity intervalI 55
31014 W cm22– 231017 W cm22, n5959, 1061, 3367, 8007.~b!
Laser intensity intervalI 5531017 W cm22– 531018 W cm22, n
53367. The bottom curve showsEM when the ions are not sub
jected to a laser field.
06320
e

importance and that the direct effect of the laser field on
ions is responsible for theEM increase.

Using Eqs.~7! and ~7a! it is possible to determine the
energy spectrum of the product nuclei for the case of vert
ionization

P~E!5 3
2 ~E/EM

3 !1/2, E<EM , ~8!

P~E!50, E.EM . ~8a!

The distributionP(E) of Eq. ~8! is normalized to unity. Ac-
cording to this equation,P(E) increases withE as E1/2 at
E,EM . The average energy of the distribution~8! is Ē
5(3/5)EM . The energy spectra of ions produced by t
Coulomb explosion are shown in Fig. 9 for the D3367 @Fig.
9~a!# and D8007 @Fig. 9~b!# clusters for different laser inten
sities, together with theP(E) distributions of Eq.~8!. We
expect that theP(E) distributions at very intense fields o
I 5231017 are close to those given by Eq.~8!. At lower
intensities, ~I 5231015 and 531015W cm22 for n53367
8007, respectively!, when the ionization is far from being
vertical ~Fig. 8! and the maximal energy is sufficiently lowe
than that of Eq.~7a!, the curve’s shape does not follow th
E1/2 dependence of Eq.~8!, demonstrating a strong increas
of P(E) for E→0. SuchP(E) behavior can be explained b
incomplete ionization~Fig. 3! resulting in screening effect
by the electrons remaining inside the cluster. These cont

FIG. 9. The kinetic-energy distributionP(E) of D1 ions for
homonuclear Dn clusters. Broken lines present the simulation r
sults; the solid line presents the vertical ionization distribution
Eq. ~8!. P(E) are normalized to unity.~a! D3367 cluster, laser inten-
sities I 5231015 and 231017 W cm22. ~b! D8007 cluster, laser in-
tensitiesI 5531015 and 231017 W cm22.
1-6
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ute to the formation of an almost neutral body, most proba
in the cluster center, preventing the acceleration of the i
located there. According to our simulations, the energy sp
tra of the ions generated by the Coulomb explosion is d
tically different from the thermal energy spectrum, main
with respect to the high-energy ‘‘tail,’’ which is of the prim
importance for thermonuclear fusion@14,33#. This feature of
the Coulomb explosion is expected to affect significantly
NFDCE process, as discussed in Sec. VI.

IV. COULOMB EXPLOSION OF HETERONUCLEAR
CLUSTERS

Equation~7! implies that the ion kinetic energy increas
strongly with the ionic chargeq, i.e., EM}q2 @13,15,19,22#
for homonuclear equally charged clusters. Accordingly, m
tielectron atoms, which can be highly ionized, provide io
of considerably higher kinetic energy than the one-elect
atoms. For example, the maximal energy of the Xeq1 ions
produced by the Xe1061 cluster is;40 keV ~for q517! @16#,
whereas in the case of D1 ions from the similar size D959
cluster, this energy is only 0.77 keV~Fig. 8!. In order to
produce energetic ions of one-electron atoms, we rece
proposed to use the heteronuclear molecular clusters (AlBk)n
consisting ofAlBk molecules with light one-electronA ~A
5D or T! atoms and heavy multielectron B atoms@15#. The
enhancement of the energy of D1 or T1 ions from the Cou-
lomb explosion of multicharged (AlBk)n , A5D,T hetero-
nuclear clusters can originate from kinetic-energy enhan
ment and from kinematic effects@15#. Consider first the
kinetic-energy enhancement. The multicharged B2qB ions
drive the lightA1 ions to high kinetic energies. In this stud
we will consider the electronic and nuclear dynamics of
heteronuclear heavy water clusters (A2O)n , A5D,T. Con-
sidering only the energetic effect then, in analogy with t
homonuclear clusters, Eq.~7a!, the lightA15D1 ions on the
cluster surface will gain the maximal energy of

E~R0!5~4p/3!B~2qA1qO!rOqAR0
2, ~9!

with qA51, qO56, andrO being the molecular~or O-atom!
density. Thus, the energetic enhancement for the Coulo
explosion for heteronuclear clusters relative to homonuc
clusters of the same radius is (2qA1qO)rO/qArA55.6.
Next, we focus on kinematic effects. The acceleration
light ~massmA! and of heavy~massmB! ions located at the
same distance from the cluster center is related by the k
matic parameter

h5qAmB/qBmA . ~10!

The light ions attain a higher velocity than the heavy ions
h.1. When the atoms are deprived from all valence el
trons, this condition is met in the deuterium case~A5D,
mA52! for all heavy B atoms in the periodic table, begi
ning from Li. In the case of tritium atoms~A5T, mA53! the
condition h.1 is not fulfilled for the following five heavy
atoms~the correspondingh values are given in parentheses!:
12C (1.0), 14N (0.93), 16O (0.89), 19F (0.90), and
23Ne (0.96). The difference in theh parameters of the
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deuterium- and tritium-containing clusters affects the char
ter of their Coulomb explosion.

In the case of the (D2O)n clusters (h51.33), a substantia
portion of the D1 ions are expected to move out from th
initial configurational framework of the O61 ions, forming
the outer shell of the expanding cluster. Provided that
cross section for D11O61 collisions is sufficiently small
@34#, some of the D1 ions initially located inside the cluste
(R,R0) may overrun not only the heavy ions but also t
D1 ions located initially further from the center. The kine
matic effect results in the further enhancement of the ma
mal kinetic energy of D1 ions from heteronuclear clusters
The inner D1 ions, which overrun the periphery ions, ga
higher energy than the latter ones, so that the maximal
netic energy of the product D1 ions may exceed the energ
given by Eq.~9!.

The dependence of the maximal kinetic energyEM of the
product D1 ions on the laser intensityI is presented in Fig.
10. The heteronuclear clusters provide a significantly hig
EM energy than the homonuclear clusters of roughly
same size. For example, the D3367 and (D2O!2171 clusters,
both of R0;25 Å. provide deuterons withEM'1.8 and
EM'11 keV, respectively. TheEM energy approximately
obeys the CSE relationEM}R0

2 dependence for a given in
tensity I @15#. The EM(I ) dependence onI does not exhibit
saturation so that theEM(I ) energy curves cross the level o
Eq. ~9!, marked in Fig. 10. Such behavior is due to the dire
effect of the laser field on the ions@see Fig. 8~b!#. Some
contribution to theEM increase withI may provide kine-
matic effects, i.e., the ability of the inner ions to overrun t
periphery ions, as discussed above. This kinematic featur
heteronuclear clusters affects also the energy spectrumP(E)
of product ions.

The energy spectrum of (D2O)n clusters@Fig. 11~a!# ex-
hibits a large maximum located close to the maximal ene
EM . Consequently, the energy of most of the product d
terons lies in a relatively narrow high-energy interval. Su
an energy distribution is in marked contrast with the bro

FIG. 10. The dependence of the D1 and T1 maximal kinetic-
energyEM on the laser intensityI for heteronuclear (D2O)n and
(T2O)n clusters, respectively. TheEM values of Eq.~10! are marked
by horizontal arrows.
1-7
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ISIDORE LAST AND JOSHUA JORTNER PHYSICAL REVIEW A64 063201
P(E) curves of the homonuclear Dn clusters~Fig. 9!. The
high-energy fraction of the energy spectrum will be d
scribed by a Gaussian,

P~E!5
g

uEMAp
expF2S E2«EM

uEM
D 2G , ~11!

where g stands for the fraction of ions whose energy li
inside the Gaussian. The parameters of Eq.~11! were esti-
mated to beg52/3, «50.85, andu50.08.

The Coulomb explosion in the (T2O) r clusters is ex-
pected to proceed by a different way than in the (D2O)n
clusters because of the parameterh,1, which prohibits the
overrunning kinematic effect. In the (T2O)n cluster, the
heavy O61 ions are moving faster than the light T1 ions,
whereas in the (D2O)n cluster, the opposite situation is rea
ized. In spite of such differences in the ions’ motion, t
maximal energiesEM of the T1 ions are close to theEM
values of the D1 ions ~Fig. 10!. However, the energy spectr
produced by the (T2O)n and (D2O)n clusters differ signifi-
cantly ~Fig. 11!. The T1 energy distributionP(E) manifests
a wide maximum@Fig. 11~b!#. Such an energy spectrum re
duces the efficiency of the (T2O)n clusters as a source o
energetic tritons for NFDCE.

V. NUCLEAR FUSION RATES

In the NFDCE experiments, the fusion reaction is due
the collisions of energetic light nuclei~d or t! produced from

FIG. 11. The kinetic-energy distributionP(E) of D1 and T1

ions for heteronuclear clusters. Laser intensitiesI 5531016 and 2
31018 W cm22. P(E) are normalized to unity.~a! D1 ions for
~D2O!1061 cluster.~b! T1 ions for ~T2O!1061 cluster.
06320
-
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different clusters@12,13,15#. The reaction starts when, due
the Coulomb explosion, the cluster diameters become c
parable to the distance between clusters~time t1!, and stops
at some timet2 , when the nuclei begin to leave the reactio
volume. In the time intervalt1,t,t2 , the reaction volume
can be described as a homogeneous gas of uniformly dis
uted nuclei and with randomly oriented velocities. The f
sion rate in the homogeneous gas is

R51/2r r^sv&, ~12!

wherev is the relative velocity of the colliding nuclei,s is
the fusion cross section, the angular brackets mean the a
age over the energy distribution of the colliding nuclei, a
r r is the atomic density inside the reaction volumeVr @35#.
Ignoring the increase of the reaction volumeVr , we assume
r r to be constant and equal tor r5Nr /Vr , whereNr is the
total number of nuclei insideVr . In the case of a gas con
sisting of bothd and t nuclei the d1t ~Eq. ~1b!! fusion
reaction rate is

R5pt~12pt!r r^sv&, ~12a!

wherept is the t nuclei fraction.
Averaging over the colliding particle energiesE1 andE2

in the laboratory frame, and the collision anglea, one ob-
tains

^sv&5
1

2 E0

`

P~E1!dE1E
0

`

P~E2!dE2E
0

p

s~E!

3~2E/m!1/2sin~a!da. ~13!

The collision energyE, which is required for the calculation
of the fusion cross section, is

E5E11E222~E1E2!1/2cos~a!. ~14!

In the case of thed1d fusion reaction~1a! the cross
sections(E) can be fitted analytically by the equation@36#

s~E!5~S/E!exp~2A/E1/2!. ~15!

Fitting the experimentals(E) values for thed1d ~1a! reac-
tion @37,38# in the interval 2,E,250 keV, we foundA
545 keV1/2 andS51.8310222cm2 keV. Equation~15! was
used by us to describe also the cross section of thed1t
fusion reaction~1b!. For this reaction in the interval 1.6,E
,130 keV, we found the parametersA544 keV1/2 and S
53.4310220cm2 keV.

Neglecting the effect of the nucleus-nucleus and nucle
electron collisions on the nuclear motion and assuming
gas to be neutral, we also assume that the energy sp
P(E1) andP(E2) are identical to the energy spectrum of th
product ions of individual clusters. In the case of hom
nuclear clusters, the energy spectrumP(E) is described by
Eq. ~8!. Substituting Eqs.~8! and ~15! into Eq. ~13! and
replacingE by X5E/EM one obtains

^sv&5~S/EM !S/EMvMG~TM !, ~16!
1-8
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where

vM5~2EM /m!1/2, ~17!

TM5A/EM
1/2, ~18!

G~TM !5~9/8!E
0

1

X1
1/2dX1E

0

1

X2
1/2dX2E

0

p

X21/2

3exp~2TM /X1/2!sin~a!da, ~19!

and

X5X11X222~X1X2!1/2cos~a!. ~19a!

The reaction yield is

Y5RNl̄ / v̄, ~20!

whereR is the reaction rate, Eq.~12!, N is the number of
nuclei in the reaction volumeVr , l̄ is the mean path o
nuclei inside the reaction volume, andv̄ is the average ve
locity of the reaction active nuclei. In the NFDCE expe
ments@12,13#, the atomic densityisr5231019cm23 and the
reaction volume has the shape of a cylinder with heighh
50.2 cm and radiusr 50.01 cm, which provides the numbe
of nuclei N51.231015. We estimated the mean path of
thin cylinder (r !h) as l̄ 51/2pr ~in Ref. @13#, l̄ 52r !. The
velocity v̄ is identified with the maximal velocityvM of Eq.
~17!. For v̄ corresponding to the energyEM510 keV, for
example, the time of existence of the reaction volumet2

5 l̄ / v̄ is about 100 ps. According to our estimates the ti
of the onset of reaction, is considerably smaller, being ab
t1'70 fs.

In the case of heteronuclear (D2O)n clusters, the energy
spectrum is described by a Gaussian function, Eq.~11!. Sub-
stituting Eq.~11! into Eq. ~13!, we obtain the following ex-
pression for the functionG(TM):

G~TM !5
g2

2pu2 E
2«21

1

expF2S X12«

u D 2GdX1E
2«21

1

3expF2S X22«

u D 2GdX2E
0

p

X21/2

3exp~2TM /X1/2!sin~a!da. ~21!

For heteronuclear clusters, we take the reaction volume
rameters to be the same as in the case of homonuclear
ters.

The fusion reaction parameters were calculated not o
for the d1d reaction but also for the much more efficie
d1t reaction. In the case of thed1t reaction, we take an
equal amount ofd and t nuclei @pt50.5 in Eq. ~12a!#. The
^sv& and Y dependences onEM are shown in Fig. 12 for
homenuclear clusters only. The^sv& andY dependences on
EM for heteronuclear clusters were found to be almost id
tical to those for homonuclear clusters, which indicates t
the differences in the energy spectra~Figs. 9 and 11! are not
of considerable importance for the yield of the fusion re
06320
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tion. The dependence of^sv& andY on the cluster radiusR0

is shown in Fig. 13. In the case of homonuclear clusters,
connection betweenR0 andEM is determined for the condi
tions of vertical ionization@Eq. ~7a!# whereas in the case o

FIG. 12. The dependence of the nuclear fusion parameter^sv&
~left scale! and the neutron yieldY ~right scale! on maximal kinetic
energyEM of nuclei.

FIG. 13. The dependence of the nuclear fusion parameter^sv&
and the neutron yieldY on the cluster radiusR0 . The number of
atoms n corresponding toR0 are shown on the upper scale fo
homonuclear and heteronuclear clusters.~a! The parameter̂sv&.
~b! The neutron yieldY.
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heteronuclear clusters, it is determined for the laser po
I 5231018W cm22 ~Fig. 10!. Both the^sv& @Fig. 13~a!# and
theY @Fig. 13~b!# dependences onR0 demonstrate significan
differences between homonuclear and heteronuclear clus
favouring NFDCE for heteronuclear clusters. As alrea
noted, the fusion yield for thed1t reaction is higher than fo
the d1d reaction, both for homonuclear and heteronucl
clusters@Fig. 13~b!#. The largest yields are obtained from th
NFDCE d1t reaction for heteronuclear (D2O,T2O)n/2 clus-
ters. It is also interesting to note that the yields for thed
1t reaction from homonuclear clusters exceed those for
d1d reaction from heteronuclear clusters forR0.50 Å @Fig.
13~b!#.

The results presented in Fig. 13~b! can be compared with
the NFDCE experimental data fordd fusion provided by
homonuclear Dn clusters@12,13#. According to these experi
mental data, the neutron yield increases fromY'10 at R̄0

'16 Å up toY'33103 at R̄0;20– 25 Å, whereR̄0 is the
average cluster radius. According to our computation res
@Fig. 13~b!# such an increase in the yieldY is provided for
the cluster size intervalR0527– 40 Å. In a detailed compari
son of our results with the experimental data@12,13#, we
have to account for the experimental cluster-size distribut
which is unknown. At present, we may conclude that o
results are consistent with the gross features of the exp
mental data.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The efficiency of nuclear fusion depends strongly on
energy spectrum of the colliding nuclei@14,37,38#. In the
case of NFDCE, the energy spectrum of the D1 and T1 ions
differs significantly from the thermal energy spectrum and
characterized by a maximal energyEM presented by Eqs.~7!
and ~9! ~Figs. 9 and 11! and an energy distribution as de
scribed by Eqs.~8! and ~11!. It follows that the results ob-
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tained for the thermonuclear fusion cannot be unconditi
ally applied to our case. In order to deal with NFDCE, w
calculated the dependence of the fusion parameter^sv& and
the yieldY on the maximal energyEM for the energy spectra
provided by clusters~Fig. 12!.

The maximization of the NFDCE yields can be acco
plished by optimizing the D1 and T1 maximal energy at
sufficiently high laser intensities, by the application ofd
1d or d1t NFDCE of heteronuclear clusters, and by the u
of the d1t fusion reaction. According to our simulation re
sults, the maximal energyEM increases with laser intensityI
up to intensities providing saturation~Figs. 9 and 10!. In
order to maximize the fusion efficiency, one has to apply
saturation~or sometimes near-saturation! intensities. Using
these intensities for theEM dependence on cluster radiusR0
and for thê sv& dependence onEM ~Fig. 12!, we found the
^sv& and the reaction yieldY dependence on cluster radiu
R0 ~Fig. 13!. Figure 13 demonstrates the important adva
tage of the heteronuclear clusters as against homonuc
clusters. For example, thed1d reaction yield ofY5102 per
pulse is provided by homonuclear Dn clusters with R0
530 Å and n55600, whereas the same yield can provi
heteronuclear (D2O)n clusters with a much smaller radius o
R0512 Å and n5250. Finally, we predict that a reactio
yield of about two orders of magnitude larger than that of
d1d reaction is provided by the reactiond1t @Eq. ~1b!#.
This reaction can be realized by NFDCE of clusters cons
ing of both D and T atoms, such as (DT)n/2 and
(D2O,T2O)n/2
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